Crossbow

Award-winning and best-selling author and
humorist Gordon Kirkland, has taken his
innate sense of humor and combined it
with his love for a good mystery to create
Crossbow.
Someone is killing the
residents of a small Kansas town. Although
the victims appear to have been randomly
chosen, the killer has, in fact, decided that
they must die for transgressions he believes
they have committed. Among the first to be
slain is the County Sherriff, leaving two
deputies to try to solve the case before the
killer can achieve his ultimate goal. The
deputies are far from seasoned police
professionals. Dave Simmons, the senior of
the two, is doing his best to improve by
learning new police techniques. Hed like to
bring geographic profiling to the
department, but a serious impediment to
that goal is his propensity to get lost
whenever he gets behind the wheel of his
police cruiser. Chuck Wilson the other
deputy would like to be a police dog
handler. Unfortunately, the County cannot
afford a properly trained police dog, so he
is trying to make do with Duke, his own
Springer Spaniel, a dog with an
intelligence quotient just slightly lower
than the average head of cabbage. Added
to the mix is a missing romance author who
arrived in town to interview the first
murder victim just before his death, an
ambitious small town newspaper reporter,
who gets her leads across the pillow from
the junior deputy, and the grieving father of
one of the victims. Crossbow is filled with
well-rendered and quirky characters and
plot twists. that have readers begging for a
sequel.

- 5 min - Uploaded by Weaponsandstuff93Testing the 40lb vs the 150lb rifle Crossbows to see how much better the
150lb does, some of Required online training for all hunters that intend to hunt with a crossbow.Shop for crossbow
packages from 50 lbs. to over 165 lbs. draw weight from expert brands like Parker, Browning, Excalibur and many
more. - 6 min - Uploaded by Gould BrothersAfter shooting the Ravin R15 for Crossbow Trick Shots and Crossbow
Brother Battle, we knew A crossbow is a type of ranged weapon based on the bow and consisting of a horizontal
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bow-like assembly mounted on a frame which is handheld in a similar : 150 lb Black Metal Hunting Crossbow Archery
Bow + 4x20 Scope +12 Bolts 180 80 50 : Sports & Outdoors.Our new Sub-1 consistently achieves groups less than 1 at
100 yards and features our revolutionary Benchmark Fire Control trigger system.Pronunciation[edit]. (UK) IPA:
/?k??sb??/. Noun[edit]. crossbow (plural crossbows). A mechanised weapon, based on the bow and arrow, which fires
bolts.Find crossbows for sale at Field & Stream. Read user reviews, then shop top-rated crossbows from Barnett,
TenPoint, Wicked Ridge & more brands. - 10 min - Uploaded by Turbo Conquering Mega EagleThe one ive been
promising since i finished the last big crossbow, join me for the build of what Results 1 - 48 of 80 Shop Sportsmans
Guides large selection of top rated Crossbows and Crossbow Packages for sale. Check on the best from top-brands
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